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Documentation Options in 2022
Online Word Processors - Good for free-ranging or manuscript-structured 
documents.

Google Docs - Extremely good for simple operations, strong collaboration, 
wide availability for low cost.
Word 365 - So many features! Industry standard.

Markdown - Both plain and rich text in one format.
Developed by Your Internet Friend John Gruber 
https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/
Many variants - I prefer MultiMarkdown and CommonMark
Widely adopted by programmers for pairing with code 
(Standard documentation format for Github)

OpenAPI (Swagger) - Specifically for documenting API Calls
Custom Workflow Services - Does everything need to be a workflow?
Disparate engines for forms, blogs, wikis, discussions … all great but which one?

https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/


My Team Has a Documentation Problem
Most teams in ECSD IT use Google Docs and Sheets

Impossible to find anything

Everyone uses them

Good for tables and long-form essays.

Not good for secret info.

Dev teams use GitLab

Markdown

Wiki

Issue Tracking

Both of these are good options for my team for certain tasks, BUT:

Regularly have a need for non-workflow forms (documenting vendor info, process, etc.)

Need structure and hierarchy for both organization and rights.

Need a place to put sensitive info on-premises.

Need to mix files, discussions, wiki-like entries, additions, checklists …



I Went And Re-Bought Vibe
I asked two students in previous years to find me a replacement 
for Vibe, and they never came up with a suitable alternative.

Google Services and GitLab will still be in the mix.

Some of the above will be linked in Vibe.

Vibe gives me “files, discussions, wiki-like entries, additions, 
checklists …” all in one place.

The key factor was a form Sean Griffith built when he was on the 
Systems Integration team keeping track of each ETL integration — 
vendor info, data used, workflow etc.

So today I am taking you on a tour to show you why I came back.

This is not a marketing demo or a deep dive into how you can 
make Vibe into an all-singing, all-dancing workflow engine.



A Brief History of Vibe
Developed by DEC as “Enterprise Forms” written in TCL through version 9.

Spun off into Sitescape company.

At some point rewritten in Java as ICEcore.

Bought by Novell, open source version called Kablink.

Proprietary version called Teaming and paired with third-party product for Teaming+Conferencing.

Detour around 2.0 into being dual developed as On-Prem Teaming while Cloud Teaming was based on Google Wave.

Some changes:

Wave and Conferencing Collapsed.

Original Dev team largely dissolved.

First project for new design team.

Somewhere in here “Neutron” (Filr) got based on Vibe.

Renamed Vibe before 3.0 — Major release.

Vibe 4.0 was both *not* a major release and led to breaking changes. 

Subsequent releases through 4.0.8 undid breaking changes and modernized client interaction.



Things I Don’t Like About Vibe
The interface is perpetually outdated.

Too much Java!

Development has been moribund.

No Markdown support.

Weird integrations.

Every appliance borrows (and returns) its code, but somehow it 
isn’t an appliance yet?

Also, some of the code returns are weird and I do not like 
being reminded of Filr 1.0 or Teamworks.



Tour Goes Here



The Tour Included …
Workspaces

Wikis

Discussions

Files

Blog

Micro-blog

Photo Album

Surveys

Tasks

Permalinks

E-mails

Printing

RSS / Atom

Designing Your Own Elements



The Tour Did Not Include

Vibe Mobile App

Vibe Office Add-In

Vibe Desktop

External Applications

Custom JSPs


